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VVCUT PRO HIGH RESOLUTION DIGITAL

CUTTING SYSTEM

VCP 1311/VCP 1713/VCP 2011/VCP2516

VVCUT EOT  Electronic Oscillating Knife for cutting soft and 
medium density materials, available with 1mm stroke.

VVCUT UCT  Universal Cutting Tool, used for through 
cutting materials with thicknesses up to 5mm at high speed 
at low cost.

VVCUT KCT  Kiss Cut Tool, for cutting vinyl, foil, films, thin 

paper, cardboard and other thin materials.

VVCUT RZ   The router operates at speeds up to 60, 000 

RPM, and delivers solid performance on a wide range 

of rigid and flexible materials. Highly precise engraving 

capabilities include kiss cutting. Efficient dust extraction 

helps maintain a clean healthy work environment.

VVCUT DRT  Driven Rotary Tool for cutting textiles.

VVCUT V-CUT  The V-Cut tool is the perfect tool for 

producing complex structural designs from foam core or 

sandwich board Materials. The tool can be set for cutting 5 

different angles for different cutting requests. The 5 different 

angles are 00,150,300,450 respectively.

VVCUT CTT   The CTT Tool is used for creasing corrugated 

materials. A selection of creasing tools allows perfect 

creasing in many substrates.

VVCUT POT   The Pneumatic Oscillating Tool is an air driven

tool operating at high frequency to cut materials. Stroke is 

adjustable up to 8mm, and is capable of cutting hard dense 

materials. Blades are available to permit cutting materials 

up to 50mm thick.

Product Features
The VCP Cutting System provides an integrated solution for all your 

sampling, and short sun  production needs.  An extensive  selection  of  

knives  and  pens are available to allow the system to intelligently and 

precisely cut, kiss cut , punch, and plot. The VCP cutting system interfaces 

with most design software, and allows you to complete the transition from 

time consuming manual sampling to high speed precision sampling, and 

also supports short run production needs as well.
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